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1. Introduction first version -) authorized by the former Science and
Technology Aency of Japan was published in 1988,

In 1999, the Atomic Energy Society of Japan and the second one 3)revised by Japan Atomic Energy
organized a Consensus Standard Committee to Research Institute (JAERI) was published in 1999.
compile standards for three major fields of nuclear These Handbooks include the following items
energy, namely, power reactor, nuclear fael cycle, and together with huge data collection, (1) technical
research reactor. Then three Technical Committees methods for criticality safety control, 2 modeling
were organized corresponding to these three technical the evaluation object, and 3 methodology for
fields. Moreover, each technical committee had analytical safety assessment. Hence they are very
several Divisions corresponding to the technical useful for the actual nuclear criticality safety design.
issues. he organization is illustrated schematically After discussions for two years, the division
in Figure 1. members reached a common understanding about the

In April 2000, the activity for compiling the basic concept. It is described in the chapter 3.
consensus standard on nuclear criticality safety
control was started. The activity has been 2.2 Second stage (March 2002 - May 2003
performed in the division on Nuclear Criticality The division members wrote a draft of standard,
Safety Control, which was chaired by authors. The and the technical committee members reviewed it.
division consisted of seventeen members who were The procedures were repeated until the discrepancies
selected equally from various fields, such as utilities, in understandings between the technical committee
industries, research institutes, and universities, and division members disappear. The division
because of keeping its neutrality. members persisted in their efforts to eliminate many

ambiguities of the draft, which lead to mis-
2. Outline of Activity understandings. The fal version was completed in

May 2003.
The activity of the division during three years from

April 2000 is categorized into the following three 2.3 Final stage (June 2003 - September 2003
stages. After both the members of consensus standard

committee and technical committee will approve the
2.1 First stage (April 2000 - March 2002 final version by voting, a procedure for hearing

First of all, the division members discussed a basic public comments will be opened. After the
concept of Japanese consensus standard on nuclear procedure passes successfully, the consensus standard
criticality safety control, because we had to clarify will be published in this winter at the latest.
the reasons for adding the new standard to the
documents established previously, namely the 3. Basic Concept
Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan. Its

3.1 Background
Corresponding author, Tel. 81-52-789468 1, In Japan, the Committee on Examination of
Fax. 81-52-789-3608, Nuclear Fuel Safety in Nuclear Safety Commission
E-mail: y-vamane(a)nuc1.nagoya-u.ac.ip of Japan approves the permission for construction
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and operation of facilities related to nuclear criticality in Figure 2.
safety, after the rigid investigations for the criticality 3.4.1 Design stage
safety design on the basis of the guideline on nuclear At first, we specify the process condition,
criticality safety. installations used, system parameters, and procedures

The importance of criticality safety design hitherto of management. Then we select the "criticality
has been emphasized in a conventional regulation on control factors" from various "criticality factors."
nuclear criticality safety Here, the criticality factor means the factor whose

change influences criticality. Moreover, the
3.2 Objective of consensus standard criticality control factor is defined as the factor used

Through the first stage mentioned above, the for keeping subcriticality. Then we set actual
division members discussed a meaning of compiling procedures controlling these criticality control factors
new document in addition to the Handbook and its to keep subcriticality in the usual operation.
characteristics. As a result, in order to accomplish Secondary, we specify the latent scenario to
nuclear criticality safety control more efficiently and criticality accident by assuming an unusual condition.
surely, we reached a common understanding that we Then, to prevent the criticality accident surely, the
should care a lot about nuclear criticality safety not criticality control factors are modified with a suitable
only in the stage of design, but also in the stages as safety margin. These criticality control factors are
follows: construction, installation, operation and main barriers. Each main barrier has each criticality
decommissioning. In other words, our basic limit. As mentioned above, the criticality limit
concept is an enhancement of nuclear criticality means the actual regulatory value corresponding to
safety throughout the life cycle of facility. Then we each main barrier. For example, when we select the
decided to compile the document describing the criticality control based on geometrical restriction to
concept. keep subcriticality of a solution tank, the radius of the

tank is assigned as the main barrier, and its criticality
3.3 Barriers against criticality limit is defined as the value of radius which satisfies

To realize the nuclear criticality safety throughout the neutron effective multiplication factor of the tank
the life cycle of facility, a new concept named to be less than 095.
"barriers against criticality (BAC)" was introduced. Thirdly, if there are any criterions conditioned on
We define some systems, equipments and operational keeping the quality of products, which are not related
procedures which have functions holding sub- to criticality safety criterion directly, we can define
criticality of nuclear facility as barriers against them as the subsidiary barriers to enhance criticality
criticality. The barrier consisting of hardware is safety. For example, if there is a temperature
called as the mechanical barrier, and the software restriction to keep a good quality Of U03 powder in a
such as a checking of equipments by person is called reprocessing plant, this temperature restriction
as the human barrier. functions as keeping the ratio of hydrogen to uranium.

Moreover, the BAC is categorized into the main Then we can assign the temperature restriction to the
barrier and the subsidiary one. The main barrier is subsidiary barrier corresponding to moisture control
directly corresponding to "criticality limits" which is for U03 powder. When we cannot select a suitable
the regulatory value to keep criticality safety surely. process criterion, we need not adopt the subsidiary
The Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook of Japan barrier. This barrier functions as safety margin.
states that "Equipment shall not be fabricated that 3.4.2 Construction stage
exceeds these values (critical limits), and normal In a stage of construction, installation and
operating conditions shall not be established with inspection of facility, both the constructor and
values exceeding these values (critical limits)." In operator must reconfirm carefully whether or not the
other words, keeping the main barriers is equivalent function of barriers defined in the design stage is
to keeping "critical limits". sufficient, through the reevaluation of documents and

The subsidiary barrier, on the other hand, means the inspection of facilities.
the mechanical barrier or human one which is not 3.4.3 Operation stage
assigned to the critical limits. Protecting the In an operation stage, in order to maintain
subsidiary barriers enhances the nuclear criticality reliability of barriers, both the inspection of facilities
safety which is guaranteed sufficiently by the main and the confirmation of operational procedures must
barriers. Then the subsidiary barrier is a margin for be performed periodically in each facility by oneself.
nuclear criticality safety, and is not indispensable for H ,ence, it is desirable for each facility to have its own
regulations. organization for inspection.

Moreover, the importance of re-training for
3.4 Actual procedures setting the barriers operators must be emphasized. Operators must

The flow of procedures setting barriers is illustrated understand the function of the barriers and the serious
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effect due to its violence. We expect these consensus standards to be useful
3.4.4 Modification to prevent surely the criticality accident, such as JCO
When both an adaptation of facilities and a criticality accident happened at Tokai-mura in 1999.
modification of operational procedures are planned,
we must perform carefully the inspection whether or Acknowledgements
not their modifications affect the barriers. When Authors would like to express our thanks to the
any influences for barriers arise, we must perform members of the Division on Nuclear Criticality
their evaluation again from the design stage. Safety Control, and the staff of the office of the

Consensus Standard Committee in the Atomic Energy

4. Conclusion Society of Japan.

C ornpilation of the consensus standard on Nuclear Reference
Criticality Safety Control is in progress in the Atomic 1) Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and Technology
Energy Society of Japan. At this moment, the Agency, "Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook,"
compilation of the consensus standard on the Nilckan Shobo, Tokyo 1988) (in Japanese).
fundamental and important concept for nuclear 2) Nuclear Safety Bureau, Science and Technology
criticality safety control is in the fal stage. This Agency, "Nuclear Criticality Safety Handbook,"
standard recommends an enhancement of nuclear JAERI-Review 95-013, Japan Atomic Energy
criticality safety throughout the life cycle of facilities Research Institute 1995).
in terms of te concept of BAC. This standard will 3) Special Committee on Nuclear Criticality safety,
be published in this winter. Nuclear Fuel Facility Safety Research

We have already started our activity for compiling Committee, Japan Atomic Energy Research
the next consensus standard on the education of Institute, "Nuclear Criticality safety Handbook
criticality safety, because we recognize that the Version 2 JAERI 1340, Japan Atomic Energy
education is very important issue for keeping the Research Institute 1999) (in Japanese).
criticality safety based on the concept of BAC.
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